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ASSESSING INSTITUTIONAL FACULTY GROWTH AND DEVELOPKENT DYNAMICS

Before 1973, the concept of planning tor the most effeciive,utilization

of faculty resources in higher education had not received prominent attention.

However, since 1973 it is estimated that over 500 tactility development programs

have-been initiated in our nation's 2,792 colleges and universities. 'These

faculty deve1opmeni programs take many forms. For example, the IDEA faculty

developrent program at Kansas State emphasizes giving instructors course

evaluation data. Gordon College has initiated individual growth contracts for

its faculty. The Center for Instructional Development at Syracuse University

focuses on iMproved methods of instruction. Other colleges send faculty to

workshops on faculty development or they institute faculty development workshops

within their own institution. The College Center of the Finger Lakes has been

active in this respect.

The current inerest in faculty development has occurred primarily be-catr,e

of the following rezisons:

I. Decreased Mobility for Faculty--Because there are more college

professors qualified for positions than there are positions

available, professors are experiencing fewer opportunities for

moving from.one institution to another. As a result, in order

to plan for change, educational leaders within institutions are

beginning to consider how be:at to ensure that faculty members

engage in self-renewal so that they can actively ccntribute to

the goals and objectives of their institutions.
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2. Pressures for AccountabilityAs a result of tight budgets for

higher education throughout the country, state legislatures,

boards of trustees, and the multiple publics served by higher

education are beginning to demand that institutions actively

demonstrate that their faculty are responsive to the needs of

the instituticn and to the needs ofstudents. Faculty development

efforts are a visible way to accomplish this.

3. Accent on Student LearningWhile people at many levels are demanding

accountabilityone of the main thrusts has been accountability for

student learning. Cross (1975) views "acceft on student learning"

'13 be the phrase of the 70's in higher education. In the 50's the

theme was accent on selection; in the 60's the theme was accent on

access_

4. Research cm Faculty MembersSince 1960 higher education has in-

creasingly become a legitimate academic area of study within colleges

of education. As a result, the data base about faculty mombers in

higher education is constantly expanding. A major focus of this

research is concerGed how faculty members grow and develop in

their professional roles.

5. Concerns for Integrating the Individual.and the Organization--

Inasmuch as current management literature has emphasized the neces-

sity for integrating the needs of the Individual and the organization,

there has been an increased concern for such integration. McGregor,

Argyris, Bennis, and Likert are among those who have helped educa-

tional leaders conceptualize the need ior this complex integration.

The number of writers who have begun to contribute to the information

base about faculty development has grown steadily in the last five years.



Simeriy (1973) is among those who-have studied various dimensiens of faculty

growth age development. Diagram 1 shows his 1977 conceptualization of the

component parts of a faculty person's roles. Simerly contends that ft is

essential to consider these dimensions when viewing the complex,interaction

between faculty members and the academic organizations in which they work.

The research design presented in this paper expands on Simerly's initial

study and also investigates the process components of the personal, profes-

sional, and organizational dimpsions of faculty members' roles. The purpose

of the current study is to gain new insights into the factors that contribute

to or stand in the way of the professional growth and development of acade-
;

micians. It is anticipated that an improved understanding of the interaction

between professional faculty members and universities will be helpful to

institutional researchers, administrators, and faculti members who are inter-

ested in designing environments.that lead to the maximization of all institu-

tional resources--especially faculty members.

Using a large, private university in the Northeast with approximately

16,000 students and 800 faculty members,a random sample of 5 percent of the

faculty stratified by the ranks of assistant, associate, and full professors

was selected. Interviews were held with 39 professors for the purpose of

gathe-ing data about their perceptions of various aspects of their professional

growth and development. A structured interview schedule consisting of 42

questions was built around seven sets of constructs which relate to organi-

tation,i.
These constructs were viewed to be particularly relevant In studying

the process components of faculty members' roles. The seven sets of constructs

included the works of I) Maslow, 2) -Plomrter, 3) Carpenter and Strawser, 4) Argyris,

5) Lewin, 6) Herzberg, and 7) Gouldner. In addition to these construct(.,, re-

search about faculty development uhich was completed by Simerly, Gaff and

tr
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Diagram. 1

COMPONENTS OF AN OVER-ALL CONCEPT

OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Dimensions of
Faculty Development

Conceptual
Components

Process
Components

Personal Adult Life Stages Human motivation
Individual growth

changes
Adaptability
Attitudes

Professional

-

Career Path

Tenure-Promotion
Socialization to-role
Local-cosmopolitan

reward orientations .
Mobility :within

-profession

Organizational

/

0

,

College and University
Environment

V

i

Organizational mobility
Adaptive techniques
Real and perceived

. reward systems
-Organizational conflict

management
Curriculum reform
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Wilson, and Bergquist-and Phiiiips also provided guidelines for procuring

impoi=tant-data.

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.

Twelve interview questions were based on Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of

individual needs vihich posits that the desire to satisfy basic needs is the

prime motivating force underlying individual behaviors. This conceptual

framework has been tested in numerous organizations. Maslow contends that

people seek to'fulfill their needs in a hierarchal fashion--physiological,

security, social, esteem, and self-actualization--and that a higher level

need will serve as a motivator only after a lower level need has been reason-

ably well met.

Porter (1961) has devised instrumentation for measuring the present level

of basic need fulfillment as well as-the desired le-!el of need satisfaction.

Although Porter has applied this Instrumentation to numerous organizational

settings, few researchers have used it in the field of education. Sergiovanni

and Trusty (1971) have applied this instrument to public school personnel.

2 Carpenter and Strawser (1971) have administered a modified form to.accounting

professors. While Porter's instrument differentiates between the existing and

desired levels-of basic need fulfillment io determine a "need satisfaction"

score, Carpenter and Strawser label this needs differentiation as a measure

of "need-discrepancies."

A portion of the research described in this paper also focuses on need

discrepancies. Diagram 2 illustrafes.the discrepancy scores that were derived

from the members of the sample for each need cate". A low score shows

that there is little discrepancy between the existing level of.need fulfili-

ment arra the desired level of satisfaction. The assumption then is made Itat
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INTERVIEW OUESTIONS

04 tie .reting scale,'would you indicate'. . .

much self-fulifilment or sense of wocthele

actoMplishment you presently have as a faculty

member?

FULFILLMENT

OF

"- INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

INTERVIEW 0.1STIONS

On The rating scale, would iou indicate. .

/

. . .how mch self-fuffiirment or sense of worth-

while accomplishment' you should have as a

fatuity member?

;

'..how much ooportunity yu have To o4r1icipaie

4n setting oas and objectis for y,pur

department? .

how much ore and rearc from ,:;t'lers in thiS

vganizatiorr vou presently ,%ceiye as d faculty

mem:se?

hoi much.cres1.4 314 frcm thers outside

of tis o.:t.r yc mesenti receive d5

a faculf'y -?;lerter?

. .how rua.S, opoortuni,ty i% have for.

.dayel.opit7; close frieships in this

oraen;zation?'

.7

/loom

4 I

how much opportunity you, should have to

.participate in setting goals r;ind Ojecti*,/

for your department?

EiTEDI

much prestige and regard from orhers

.in this orgahintion you sb6uld receive

as a faculty member?

. how much prestige and regardJrom others

outside of this orgahization pu should

receive as a faculty member?

/1101*M.II.f.

auCIAL

;AO

4 .how rc security ;C.,..; y"..; t!aye ';

in'this organ;:ati...;n?

tECUR1TY

EXISTING

FULFILLMENT

SCOPES

NEEn DISCREPACY SCORES

. how much cpertuhity yQu should

have for dewloping .lose friend.

,ships,in this organidation?

1810
SATISFACT1Ct

SCORES

how mucn,security ybufeel

you should have,in 11.15

Orldr1;:drie?

RATINGl:CALE,

3 4

1
I 1

Low B.Avg. Avg. A.Avg. High



a"larger discrepancy score represents smaller degree of satisfaction for

that basic need category. _(Carpenter, p. 513)
.

Our studx reveals that facul*have the lowest discrepancyscore (.3) and
_ .

_ thus the greatest sattsfaction with their work in the esteem category. This

indludeS the amount of prestige and regard protessor' /S think the' receive from
_ .

theTr'employing oroani,zation as well es what they receive from their,profession

al- large. The largest discrepancy score (.7) and thus the least satisfaction

with thoir work oscurs in the autonomy category with the social and self---

actualizing categories revealing discrepancy scores that are almost as high (.6).

-Even though we see lower and higher discrepancy scores between existing

levels of need fulfillment and desired levels of need'satisfaction, the verbal

comments.irom the majority of professors-in-our sample indicete that their

individual needs.are generally satisfied.

Typical of the comments made by the,faculty members in our study about

need fulfillment is the f011owing:

I think I
have done the right thing in life. I am in the right place;

I
stand sufficiently rewarded for Oat I have done. I have no alter-

natives in myHmind. In other words, I am doing exactly what I should be

doing and the daily frustFations or other things are juSt part of life.

I feel if I
dietomorrow my last comment will be, "Yes, I Ped a satis-

factory life as far as my professional life is concerned.". I wanted it

that'way and I
wish everyone could be that happy. Even if I don't know

if my contribution is that great,1 still wonij be frustrated--I am too

old for that.

o ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS

Three interview questions were developed around Argyris' (1957) theory of

the incompatibility between individual needs and organizational goals. Argyris

believes that it is absolutely essential fdr the inevitable conflict between

the needs of the .4ndividual aild the demands of the Organization to be acknow-
,IP

ledged, discussed,and manageil. He says that an effective organization is brie

that achieves goals, maintains itself internally, and adapts.to its environment.



The data from our research reveal that thefacUlty members in the 'sample

understand their departmental goals and objectives very well, but their- sátis-7

faction with these goals and objectives it-Only.average. Fortunately, they

seemiconcerned about the slftation and express considerable interest lit altering

these goals and-objegtives. SPecifically, assistant professors report the

mott'satisfaction yith the goals and objectives, yet theY-express the greatest
-

interest in changing them.' Associate professors, on the'other hand, indicate

lels-satfsfaction with the goals and objectives and as a group are the least

-

infei-ested in altering them, while full professort ehow the.leas't satisfaction.:

but are more interested in change.

Thess da4 imply that there

examine-their departmen41 goals

is a willingness on.the part of feculty to:

and objectives and to work f r change where

necessary. Such a re-examination'and/Or alteration might ve/Y well Teduce ttie

incompatibility between individual needs and departmental g als for this grou
(

of university professors. At is also important-to.note, however, that one.of

e
7

the things faculty understand is that goats ard often vague nd not expressed.

Typical "of the comments about 46partmental goals-and objectivet made by

members of our tempi& IS the following:

I

think/I understand that they are very poorly defined at best,. but

I
understand that pretty well.

TEACHING, RESEARCBTAND-SERV+GE-7----L--------L1V-__

Nine interview questions were developed from field analysis theory by

,Lewin (l947) and faculty development research by Simerly (1973)-and Gaff and

Wilson (1975). "Lewin's theory posits hat change is the result of an imbalance

between two sets of opposing forces--driving forces that push for,change'and

restraining forces that discourage-change. He also contends that patterns of



human behavior are in.constant dynamic equilibrium and that it is cru,cial _

/ /

to analyze the forces that work on individuals at a- partjcular point in time
)

in order to :learn

be introdeicedP.-

0.%
Gaff andldilsonsurveyed 1,000 professors aboUt various aspects Of.faculty

where:change, such aS'---a faculty development program, mjght

development and condluded that most faculty do not think that teachiQg is

r.'eg'arded as important in their respecfive organizations. Neither do they

think that.good teaching per'formance it rewarded. They aiso jdentjfy facurty

.development programs as a vtable'vehicle'for raising .faculty consciouSness
. .

- _

alSout.teathing', expanding knoWledge-ca'alternative teaching technologies,.'

4nd igcreasing'tealing Simerly'reearch confrrms this.

Our cfLndings suppor,t the<results of the Gaff-Wilson study and Simerli's

earlier:researich.. Over half of,the professors( in the present stUdy believe that

teaching comprises the major focus of their professional.activity. In addition,
.

they think thatjeaching-related actiVities contritiute the-most to fheir pnW-.
-

-
fessionai.development. 'However, they dO not think-thatteaching and workinb',

-.

with students is as.likely to-result in tenure.and prom otion as research

.that lecds.to publiCation,

When asked about the type of support provide& for teething, reearch, _

...

and service, a maj9rity of responses referred to items like fund's, resources,

hd fedi lities-:-item +hat Herzberg. (1966) would undoubtedly catedorize as

hygiene factors because they tend to satisfy the lower-order needs on Maslow's

hierarchy,. On.the,other hand, professors see donsiderap less support in
.

termS of encouragement, freedom, promotioland tenUre.--items that,Herzberg
/ .

would refer to as motivation factors or-satisfiers of the.hkgher-ordee needs

a
.."-on Maslow's hierarthy. Our data clearly imply that"ffie universlty does a

' better -job of-helping its faculty members to avOld dissatisfaction than i

does.,of helping them to achieve satisfadtion.
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hod abOut the eSpeots of the working nvlron.ent n general teat

professional growth and develoomeet, again over half of the responses .

sample referred taltyglene factors such as the library, other physical

1 'leaves of absence, researce funds, and support personeel. Mere

than one-luveth of tee comments mentioned human factors such as students and

Wileagmee, end tha remaining remarks referred to motivation factors like a

positive university attitude, individual autoeomy, ond persoeal eotivation.

The date from Simerly's study revealed batically the same results.

Tees°. 4ata constitute a too-sided coin, however. While the aboveoenticoed

factors ore believed to promote professional growte ond development, the absence

Of soce- factors Is perceived ta hinder growth and development. For example,

lack of psychological support from the university, lack of personal motiva'Ion,

end work overlaid weementioned lo half of 04.11" responses es blockino growth

4 development. such things as inadequate facilities stood tack of eoney for

research, travel, secretaries, and graduate assIstaftts were cited 4$ a h oe

anCO in gore tNen ohe-fourte of tee comments. Lack of colleagiallty vas dis

cussed as a elederieg factor in fee remaleder of tee responses..

Faculty eembees ere very conscious of the drivingfrestreleing forces tha

4r ;emote aod development ift teaching search4l'arod vervice. Typical

coemeets imede about these three eeeeS of the prometiom and tenute systalla

is the follewi4:

tn terms o4 encouragemee cheep. There, is a lot of
Omcduesgemeet foe teed% I Ilben it letS down to wool and -

premetteft, it's hOt witeSati gh as far e.t teething gees. lei

toms 04 ratoweeeft, there's a lot of eeceurigement for research

and eleblitatice. ft's prtmerily promotion ee4 timer* but also
tee eveilebiiitv et reseerch funds mod amply144or greet*.
$0 the university.deet give a ut ot support.*There is some
acknowledgement on tee bolls of 40betes in 'acuity eeetings
sheet the mmbiveleoce *omit service to the 4xliversitv. One
00000001 phiems 'het service to the department, to the velver

Si PS very tompartantz °leers toy it's not to leper/ant mod
1 opt pet toolftchemphetiS an it.
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Mime interview questioes Investigated various dimensions of the reward

system. These questions were developed from Lewints theory of field analysis

well as from Goutdner's (l9,7) local/co Iltan theory of rewards.

douldlner viens cosmopolitans as Individuals whose committment is essentially

to the profession at large and localS as those who exhibit primary loyalty

to the organization.

The professors in our sampl report that they have q below average satis-

faction wilt their monetary rewards. However, they have am above-average

satistactioe with other rewards such es acadtmic atd personal freedom; tuition

for spouses and children, insuraince, rtirement benefits, travel allowances;

Interaction w t students and colleagues; recognition, prestige, regard, and

the promotion and tenure possibilities. There is one notable exception to

this general treed, however. Associate professors reported the least satis-

faction with the reward system and indicated that they believe the overall

uftivers ty reward structure hinders their growth end developmeet more ttae

it helps.

in ienerat the faculty ,ald they wowid like to see a greater

clarificatioe of the reward system that would provide for more flexibiiityf

and allow tor greater
elflahasis to be placed on teeching and working with

stwdents. In addition, they would like greater psycholoi cat suppc,* from

the university in terns of recognition, appreciation, aed oreatier ieterest

in them as faculty 'embers.

Monet half of the professors in this study think that they COalre

rewards 'Qua,. 'roe the unlwerslty and from the profeS ee at larv.

onemteurth oi the professors believe that most of their eewards

1104114do 6f the eniversity while the flem001;,11. Ohe*, ourth otthe professor,;



think that the majority of their rewards come from inside of the university.

As might be expected, lull ard associate professors are more likely to ViPW

their professiom as the major source of rewards than are their junior level

colleagues. Three-fourthe of the faculty members envision outside rewards

to coneist of tangible activities like lecturing or speaking at conferences,

conyeations,and seminars; or writing books, articles, and other publications.

A few talk aJout consulting jobs such as working for the Public Employeent

Agitations Board, setting up labs in foreign countries, or refereeing papers

for journale. Some ieclude personal accomplishments like exhibits, performances

private eractices, and reiaarch grants as a source of tangible outside rewards.

Only one-fourth of the comments about outside reward-. refer to intangible

factors that have 3 cOnM0h thread of reeognition, prestige, and regard.

,>f tfro t, rrr.f tti tt Itf r1raor 'j m.114. )tP' t ton r Plw. r

7.0estee ie the following:

I
like the freedom I heve to choose my hours--to work whee I want

to work end to do what I want tO do. I have pretty gTad leeway

om that. I can't teach at 5 In the morning, but I can work at

3 in he mornino. It's also personal freedomI tam dress like

this and maw siloPpy pants and Beethoven shirts and do what 1

went to do. If they dorOt like it the worst thing they can do

Is not promote me, and that's not the worst thing in the world

either. If I wee very straight, being niceto peOple even when

didn't like them, I'd get promoted earlier and hove bigger

salary inceeases, but evenithaes marginal. It's not like the

business world where if you don't do thet you're out.- goodby!

Thus "e thin.11-a tfv,It faeeltY
'Peter; len4 to like 1.1(t Abo4At tt,e, re.glrd

System are the things that contribute to their aulenomy, their f ,

and thelr irteractlon with le. the things that faculty members like le4s

about the reward system are inadequate salaries and other tangible items euch

inadavluate services aged physical facilities.

2



TEACHING CHANGES

Five interview questions were based on a porticn of Simerly's (1973:.

research that identified variolv4 a4ects a1 profthsiohal qrowth and devolop-

ment resulting from teaching changes made by professors at a state university

In the South. Simerly found thut the major change was an alteration in

teaehing methodology that de-emphasized the lecture method. This change was

generally triggered by interaction with colleagues and feedback from informal

student evaluations.

were

13

The present research also reveals that the majority of changes in teaching

in the methodological area; and they included the way informution was

delivered, the use of different-materials, and,the individualization of instruc-

tion. rtt...' changes in leaching referred to alterations in course content or

4;

the curriculue. An overwhelming majority of the professors felt that the

ch nnes they had made in their teaching resulted in a positive impact on them

as well as on their students.

People were cited most frequently as the change agents, and these people

included the professors theenelves as as their peers, students, and

department ctiairpersoes. New horizons in the profession and "k04epinn up with

the flees were eentioned as events that were responsible for chorale. The

faculty teeters evaluated their changes both formally ana eformalte with mare.

responses ailudinl) tp :nformal judgments lerived from student comments, colleague

,feedback, student productivity, and personal political prowess. A consi .rable

number of responses, however, reflected the use of formal evaluation practices

like questionnaires, exam scores, and experi tal research to p:scertain the

value of their teaching changes.

These data show that chanoes in the teaching process are viewed to be

more imprrtant than changes in course content, and SAACti process chanoes come



about largely because of other people. faculty membor; place

positive value on these changes and are attempting to evaluate the effects

of their chantie efforts.

Typical cq the comments that professors made about changes in their

teaching Is the following:

The desire for promotion was not unimportant in making the change

in my teaching. That's carrying a stick over you and it is of

same consequence. Also crucial in the promotion process is the

student input. Unfortunately, students who get along with you

are not verbose about it. The correct strategy for getting pro-

moted as soon as possible is not to rock the boat--don't make

waves, don't take risks, don't do new things. Whenever I do new

things, those who like it shut up, but those who hate it say so.

I decided not to fight the battles any more. I'll get promoted

and then maybe go back to my old way of teaching.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

The last four questions WI the interview schedule were based on

Berqguist and Phillips' (1975) work and a portion of Simerly's (1973) study.

BerOquist and Phillips contend that faculty development can be accIrplished

through a comprehensive program which includes development in the personal,

instructional, and organizational dimensions. Simerly suggests that faculty

development should be a continuous, on-going program focusing on the process

of faculty development rather than on specific content.

The results of the present research reveal that 67 percent of the pro-

fessors report no faculty development program in their department, 10 percent

Ng not sure whether they have one or not, and 3 percent say that there is

program in the department. Only two professors expressed iotal lack of

interest in faculty development activitiesone was nearing retirement and

the other had just learned that his program was being eliminated. Simerly

tso reported that the majority of professors in his study said that there

was no feculty de lopment program at their institution. However, he tound

cfs.
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somewhat less Interest in a planned program--only 26 percent of the sample

were interested in having a faculty development, 52 percent were unsure, and

12 percent didn't want one.

While the professors in the present study rated their interest in faculty

ew

development very high, it is interesting to note that the assistant professors

reported the greatest amount of interest followed by associate and full pro-

fessors respectively.

When asked to identify the people who should be responsible for initiating

a faculty development program, 54 percent of the respondents mentioned /he

departmental chairperson, with -.Imo help from the fatuity. Thirty-three per-

cent of the professors thought that the faculty themselves should be the

initiators, and 10 percent of the sample saw it as the dean's job. Only

3 percent of the professors felt professional growth and development should

be an individual responsibility and there was no need for a planned program.

The professors in this study discussed numerous aspects of a planned

faculty development program, but nearly three-fourths of their responses

expressed interest in increased sharing with colleagues, more entOuragent

from the university, and greater assistance for improving' instruction.

One-fourth of the comments Indicated a desire for improved financial assist-

ance and retief time. Simerly's data revealed approximately one-fourth of

the sample not knowind what to include in a faculty development program,

one-fourth requesting sabbaticals and conventions, one-eighth concerned with

individualized prooraMst and the remainder wanting assistance with their

teaching.

Analysis of the data from the present study clearly indicates that

8

faCulty members see a real need for assistahce in becoming more effective

and efficient in the tasks they ercounter as faculty neebers. They have
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some definite ideas about who should take the lead and what a program should

include, and they are adamant about designing a flexible program that deals

with individual concerns rather than a rigid one that forcos everyone into

the same mold. Many professors offered their help in planning any faculty\

development program that would help them become better at what they do.

Typital of the comments that these professors made about faculty develop-

ment is the Wlowing:

If industries have development programs why not universities? One

of the members Of our department who has been here for 20 years gets

negative feedback bn his teaching. It's too bad. Rather than

lamenting about if. why Isn't someone working with him to review

hrs teaching and perhaps helping him to Onprove. After Gil, we

recognize he'll probably be around for another 20 years. That

would be part of a,development program and there Is no reason why

experts can't be 15rought in or otherwise secured so as to help

people improve in all areas-.

CONCLUSIONS ANO IMPLICATIONS

In summary, our study reveals the following information about the

majority of the faculty.members:

1. They are generally satisfied with the over-all fulfillment of

their individual needs. Specifically, they experience the most

satisfaction in theerea of esteem'needs andothe least satisfaction

in the area of autonomy needs. In addition, Self,-actualization

and social needs provide less satisfaction than security needs.

2. They understand the;goals and objectives of their departments

very well, but they have only an average amount of satisfaction

with them. Frequently, they find the,goals and objectives tqbe

vague or poorly articulated, but they are inlerested in working

to change the Situation.

Thuy,view teaching activities as ttfier sourcb of central activity

and satisfaction In their professional 1.$1,es. tkiwever, they idol not
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believe that quality teaching is instrumental in gaintng their tenure

and promotion.

4. They believe that the university does a better job of helping.

them to avoid dissatisfaction than it does in helping theM to

achieve satisfaction. More precisely, the university tends to

provide support for their concrete, lower-order needs and not

supply it for their psychologicalphigher-order needs.

5. They are not very satisfiea with the monetary rewards they

receive from the university, but they tend to be satisfied with the

other tangible rewards and the psychological rewards that are

provided. In general, they would like to see more clarity and

greater flexibility within the reward system.

6. They have,made tha most changes in their tee,nin9 by altering

their methodologrso ,that information is deliverwl In a variety

of ways. Overall, they are pleased vith the changes they have

made and believe that their students are too. It is interestinq te

note that most professors attempt in some way to evaluate the

success or failure of their teaching changes. .

7., They reporfthat practically none of their departments provide

planned faculty development programs. However, they are very

interested in such programs and express a willingness to partici-

pate in them. Most professors believe that the department chair-,

persdo should be responsible for initiating a faculty development

program, and they are adamant about maintaining flexibility to

accommodate individual concerns.

Our study has several implications for institutional researchers who

ere often asked to provide information about fatuity to institutional 001 icy-

makers. Although a number of computerized ways for reporting faculty load have
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been devised, little has been done to deVelop.procedures for rePortin§ other

kinds of information about faculty. While faculty load data certainly are

very necessary, they are far from sufficient for the university that is con-

a

cerned with the best utilization of one of its largest human resources--

the faculty.

According to Warden (1974), institutional research has been very limited

In the past and has had little if any impact on unit planning and virtually

no impact on faculty improvement. In addition, institutional, researchert: are

frequeritly viewed as he enemy" because,they are an extension of central

administration, and as a,result they tend to be isolated from academic goals

and faculty concerns.
A

Warden is also among those who speak about the need for expanding insti-
. ,

tutional researCh. She says that "any method used to gather data on faculty

ixtivity shoLid permit analysis of a wide range of activity categories and

related intended outcomes." (p.. 463) It i$ Our contentionthat an important

dimension of this wide range of institutional research activity is the inclu-

Sion of faculty concerns about their professional grOwth and developmeht..

-Not only should there be a vehicle, such as the one described in this paper,

for gathering and reporting this information, but this valuable part of

Institutional research should be fed back to faculty memberi themselvOS:

In addition to ncreolatrothe-worth-pf4tho-aastalidapaal.rOgigarner s
t -

data bank, such facdrity-centered research would Undoubted14 resutt.in a

ofpther very positive outcomes. Wa;-den (p. 471) suggests that faculty

wouldtop ably become momproductive as a result of being in the experimental

'sp;tlight (t sl-ilawthorne eifect) and that faculty attitudes toward central

'adeinistration areNlikely to improve because insfltutional researchers would.-

no Lon9er be viewed asN't "bad people." Also,jaculty members might start

21



to view reallocated priorities and limited resources as a challenge to their

ingenuity rather than as a barrier to the execution of their work.

We believe that this new dimension of institutional rbscarch wguld lead

to a better integration of individual needs and organizational goals as well

as an improved correlation between reward systems and desired outcomes.

Faculty members would have greater incentive and morc support to change, grow,

and develop in their various roles.

Certainly universities can profit 1 great deal if institutional researchers

begrn to seek information that allows them to analyze what might happen in

addition to data that permits them to justify what already exists.
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